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Reliable Transport in Delay Tolerant Networks with
Opportunistic Routing
Lucile Sassatelli, Arshad Ali, Manoj Panda, Tijani Chahed and Eitan Altman

Abstract—This article tackles the issue of reliable transport in
Delay-Tolerant mobile ad hoc Networks (DTN), that are operated
by some opportunistic routing algorithm. We propose a reliable
transport mechanism that relies on ACKnowledgements (ACK)
and coding at the source. The various versions of the problem
depending on buffer management policies are formulated, and
a fluid model based on mean-field approximation is derived
for the designed reliable transport mechanism. This model
allows to express both the mean file completion time and the
energy consumption up to the delivery of the last ACK at
the source. The accuracy of this model is assessed through
numerical simulations, and a detailed investigation of the impact
of the system parameters on the performance is conducted. We
eventually present a joint optimization of the mean completion
delay with or without an energy constraint, so as to identify the
optimal set of parameters to use.
Index Terms—reliable transport, mobile ad hoc networks,
delay tolerant networks, random coding, fluid models

I. I NTRODUCTION
Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANET) aim at allowing communication between mobile users without any infrastructure.
The last NSF report on future directions on wireless networking [2] points out (in page 5) that new wireless networked
devices, such as mobile phones, must be able to ” facilitate
response and rescue operations in disaster areas. [...] these
devices must be able to operate even when the infrastructure
is disabled or under heavy network demand.” These networks
are hence meant at complementing infrastructure wireless
networks, either to offload or to temporarily replace them. If
the spatial density of a MANET is low, then end-to-end communication between a source and a destination is limited by the
lack of connectivity. Thus, in order to exchange packets, two
mobile nodes must come into the radio range of each other.
Owing to the intermittent connectivity, the nodes must rely
on the Store-Carry-and-Forward paradigm which inherently
entails a delay for communication. That is the reason why such
sparse MANET are referred to as Delay Tolerant Networks
(DTN). Thus, in order to decrease the transmission delay, a
source of traffic has to rely on the mobility of other nodes
which act as relays, and takes advantage of the transmission
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opportunities which occur when the mobile relays come into
contact. This forwarding strategy is known as opportunistic
routing.
When the source needs to ensure that all the packets it sent
made it successfully to the destination, we refer to reliable data
transfer. TCP is by far the most deployed protocol for reliable
data transfer. However, some effects of wireless channels,
such as throughput degradation, capture and unfairness, are
even more exacerbated in MANETs [3], [4]. TCP performance
degradation in MANETs is due to the fact that TCP is unable
to distinguish between losses due to route failures and losses
due to network congestion. In order to face this issue, a number
of proposals have been proposed in the literature. We point out
the differences between these proposals and our present in the
next Related works section.
Random network coding [5] has attracted an increasing
interest for DTNs [6], [7]. The benefits are increase in throughput, as well as adaptability to network topology changes
and resilience to link failures. The successful reception of
information does not depend anymore on receiving a specific
packet, but on receiving a sufficient number of independent
packets (named Degrees of Freedom thereafter), thereby circumventing the coupon collector problem that would emerge
with single repetition of packets. In particular, [8] (chapter
10) reviews some various ways network coding can be used
for opportunistic routing in DTNs, and [9] investigates deeply
what benefits can NC bring in DTN under what conditions.
The goal of this paper is to design a reliable transport
scheme for DTNs that aims at minimizing the round-trip
file delay for a unicast session. We assume a homogeneous
mobility model, time-limited epidemic routing, that the file
must be split into several packets and only one packet can be
exchanged during a contact, and the absence of background
traffic. The scheme is based on acknowledgements and
random linear coding.
Related works:
A number of reliable transport solutions for DTN have been
designed in the framework of deep-space communications.
Most of these solutions aim at extending the TCP mode
of operation so as to handle very long delays and possible
route disconnection: SCPS-TP (Space Communication Protocol Standards-Transport Protocol) [10], DS-TP (Deep-Space
Transport Protocol) [11] and TP-Planet (Transport Protocol
for Inter-Planetary Internet) [12] are some examples. Other
solutions (e.g., Saratoga [13] or LTP-T [14]) are based on the
Bundle Protocol (BP) [15] proposed by the DTN-RG [16],
and are able to deliver only a hop-by-hop reliability (with
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therefore a per-hop retransmission method). Specifically, LTPT handles errors and Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) on
a hop-by-hop basis. Nevertheless, all these solutions assume
data delivery with probability one as soon as they know a
route from the source to the destination. However, in this
paper, we are interested in sparse DTN with random mobility,
where assumption can be made neither about the existence of a
contemporaneous path to the destination nor about knowledge
of the destination location, beforehand.
For terrestrial MANETs, in order to help TCP distinguish
between the losses due to congestion and the losses due
to other network conditions (such as route failures), some
proposals suggest that when the routing layer detects a route
failure, it notifies the TCP sender about it (see [17], [4],
[18] and references therein). Upon receiving this notification,
the TCP sender enters a freezing state. In particular, Ad hoc
TCP (ATCP) [18] utilizes network layer feedback to deal
with the problem of high Bit Error Rate (BER), network
congestion, and packet reordering. ATCP aims at extending
TCP to MANETS, but some assumptions such as Explicit
Congestion Notification (ECN)-capable node as well as sender
node being always reachable are not possible to meet in a DTN
context. In [19], Chen et al. present a solution to support
TCP in disruptive MANETs by using network coding on
multipath routing. The authors show that their solution is able
to support high velocity and packet error rates, while achieving
about 40% goodput gain over single path versions. However,
this solution is designed for dense MANETs (high contact
frequency) with contemporaneous routes from the source to
the destination (even though they can change rapidly). These
assumptions do not hold in DTNs, that are the target scenario
we address in the present article.
In [20], Lucani et al. address the problem of the transmission over a point-to-point lossy long-delay and half-duplex
channel. To minimize the expected time to completion, they
determine the durations of successive cycles, during which,
based on the last ACK received from the destination, the
source can transmit a number of possibly redundant packets,
and then stops transmitting to start to listen to the ACK. They
optimize the different parameters involved in such scheme, and
make use of random coding. We have been strongly inspired
by this work to devise a reliable transport scheme that can
optimally adapt the redundancy injected into the network,
in a different context, that of DTNs, where the feature of
long-delay is also characteristic. Depending on the considered
buffer cleaning mechanisms, the “half-duplex” feature can
appear in case of competition between source packets and
acknowledgements at the nodes buffers. The lossiness may
also appear due to possible packet expiry at the nodes buffers.
We detail these different cases in Section III.
For DTN with random mobility, Harras and Almeroth [21]
proposed different kinds of acking strategies, amongst which:
a hop-by-hop approach, an “active receipt” approach and a
“passive receipt” approach. The latter two provide end-toend reliability. The active receipt is an end-to-end acknowledgement that propagates actively back to the source, i.e., as
epidemically as possible. On its way back it cures the nodes
that got infected by the packet corresponding to this ACK,

i.e., it clears the packet from the buffers, and can prevent from
infection the not-yet infected nodes too. The passive receipt is
not sent back to the source in an epidemic way, but rather
serves only to cure the infected nodes, that hand over the
receipt only to other infected nodes. Such mechanisms are
in the same spirit of those presented by Zhang et al. who later
proposed and modeled in [22] various types of buffer cleaning,
namely “Immune”, “Immune-TX” and “Vaccine”, the latter
two corresponding respectively to the buffer cleaning strategies
with “passive receipt” and “active receipt” mentioned above.
The “active receipt” approach of [21] corresponds to Rule 2
in the classification provided in Section III, with K = 1 and
buffer cleaning allowed only on ACK meeting (there is no
packet expiry). In Section III, we also discuss the problem
of parameter optimization under an energy constraint for this
case. In this work, we consider in the same context end-to-end
acknowledgements as in [21], that have the various capabilities
of buffer cleaning of [22]. However, our approach is more
refined than those of [21] and [22] because:
•

•

•

•

instead of considering a single packet, we consider the
general case when the file is made of K packets (as
a common file transfer over TCP), thereby changing
the parameters involved in the system, and hence the
modeling and the optimization;
we consider random coding to increase the efficiency of
the protocol. Coding is not considered by the two above
references [21] and [22];
we analyze and provide solutions to the optimization
problem (not addressed in any of the above work) of
the transmission parameters, under an energy constraint,
depending on the chosen buffer policy. This general problem of optimizing the routing policy while taking into
account the consumed energy is of paramount importance
in DTNs where the node battery lifetime is limited and
dependent on the number of radio transmissions;
in particular, for a specific important case not considered
yet in the literature, we devise a reliable transport scheme
that can adapt the redundancy injected into the network
recursively and optimally (to mininimize the completion
time under an energy constraint). To do so, we derive a
fluid model of the designed system, extending the model
introduced in [22] to take into account a file made of
several packets, the different kinds of ACKs, the new
system parameters as well as the recursive transmission
protocol devised here.

Finally, in [23], Bulut et al. consider a multi-period spraying
of a single-packet file so as to save as most energy as possible
for a unicast communication in a heterogeneous mobility
DTN, made of nodes socially clustered into communities.
The goal is to add some more copies of a packet after
certain timeout periods, in case no feedback is received from
the destination to signal that the packet made it successful
to it. However, the authors do not tackle the problem of
acknowledgement transmission, and only assume a parallel,
instantaneous and non-lossy feedback channel.
Contributions: The contributions of this paper are three-
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fold:
•

•

•

We design a reliable transport scheme for DTNs under
opportunistic routing, using ACKnowledgements (ACKs)
and coding at the source.
We carry out the analysis of this transport scheme through
mean-field approximations leading to a fluid model of the
network state. Quantities of interest are then derived with
coupled Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE). The soobtained analytical model is tractable for a wide range of
possible parameters, and its accuracy is validated through
numerical simulations.
We conduct a detailed study of the impact of our system’s
parameters on performance. Specifically, the metrics we
consider are mean file completion delay (until the delivery
of the last ACK at the source) and energy consumption.
Based on the analytical performance model, we then
devise an optimization strategy able to jointly choose the
optimal parameters to minimize the file completion delay
with or without an energy constraint, or minimize the
energy consumption under some delay constraint.

II. N ETWORK S ETTINGS
We consider a unicast communication from a source node
S to a destination node D. The network is a DTN made of
N + 2 wireless mobile nodes (S, D and N relays). Table
I gathers the main parameters’ notation used throughout the
paper. The network is assumed to be sparse: the ratio between
the coverage area of all nodes and the total area is low enough
so that we neglect interference. We assume that two nodes
are able to communicate when they are within reciprocal
radio range, and that communications are bidirectional. For
a number of mobility models (Random Walker, Random
Direction, Random Waypoint), when the transmission range
is small with respect to (w.r.t.) the mean inter-node distance
and the velocity is high w.r.t. the network area, Groenevelt and
Nain showed in [24] that the time between two consecutive
node contacts is exponentially distributed. Like most previous
important modeling works in DTNs (e.g., [24], [22], [25]), we
make this assumption which allows to get tractable results.
For a larger class of mobility scenarios where node motion
can be correlated, it has been shown in [26], [27] that the
inter-meeting time follows a power-law up to a point, and
then exhibits an exponential decay. This model leads to hardly
tractable results, as shown in [28], that is why we opt for the
first model.
The meeting intensity is defined as the inverse of the mean
of the exponential distribution. The mean number of contacts
per time unit between a given pair of nodes (resp. a given
node and any other node) is called intra-meeting (resp. intermeeting) intensity and is denoted by β (resp. λ). The sparsity
of network translates by keeping λ constant in N (in case β is
constant, then the network gets denser with N). We assume that
the file to be transferred needs to be split into K information
packets: this occurs owing to the finite duration of contacts
among mobile nodes or when the file is large with respect to
the buffering capabilities of nodes. The file is considered to
be well received if and only if all the K packets of the source
are recovered at the destination.

Random Network Coding:
An original information packet is made of L symbols (lying
in the finite field Fq of order q): Mi = [M1i , . . . , MLi ],
i = 1, . . . , K.
matrix
of original packets is denoted by

 The
M1


M: M =  ...
, of size K × L. A coefficient vector

MK
(or “encoding vector”) is made of K elements (lying in Fq ):
j
], of size 1 × K. The j-th encoded packet is
gj = [g1j , . . . , gK
Xj = gj M, of size 1 × L. The additions and multiplications
are performed over the field Fq . If the coefficients of gj are
picked up uniformly at random in Fq , then Xj is called a
Random Linear Combination (RLC). We consider this way
of generating coded packets in this article, whereby the name
“Random coding”.
′
If K ′ coded packets
 1 aregenerated with K encoding vectors
g

 .
stored in G =  ..
, of size K ′ × K, the resulting K ′
gK

′


X1

 .
encoded packets are stored in X =  ..
 = GM, of size
′
K
X
K ′ × L. (Possibly G = . . . G2 G1 if successive re-encodings
were allowed at intermediate nodes.) The j-th RLC in the
network is made of (i) a header which is the j-th row of G,
gj (each coded packet stores the coefficient that have been
used in the linear combination of the original packets it stems
from) and (ii) a payload made of the j-th row of X. At the
sink node at a given instant in time, the set of received packets
is [G′ , X′ ], which is a subset of all the encoded packets. The
linear system to solve at the sink is hence getting back M
from X′ = G′ M. The condition to solve this system is G′
to be full-rank, that is: the r received coded packets have
been generated with K independent coefficient vectors (more
than K is not possible since the number of columns of G′ is
K). When performing a reduced-row echelon form (that is a
Gauss-Jordan elimination to make appear the identity matrix)
of G′ , the number of so-called Degrees of Freedom (DoFs) is
the number of non-zero rows (at most K). A RLC is said to
bring a new DoF if, when added to G′ , the new reduced-row
echelon form of G′ gets one more non-zero row.


So the source wants to transfer a file consisting of K
information packets to D. To do so, the source generates
sets of RLCs of the K information packets at certain time
instants. We consider time-limited epidemic routing [22]. It
is worth noting that our scheme also holds for Spray-andWait routing [29]. When the destination receives a new RLC,
whereby decreasing the number of DoFs it still misses, it sends
back an ACK to S to indicate the missing number of DoFs.
On the return path, epidemic forwarding is employed for ACK
dissemination. The various types of buffer management are
described later. We assume that the relays have buffer capacity
to store at most one packet or one ACK at any point in time.
In real-world, a relay could store multiple packets and ACKs,
but such assumption allows to account for the other competing
flows running in the DTN and sharing the buffer space at the
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Symbol
Meaning
Network settings
N
total number of nodes excluding the source
and the destination
β
intra-meeting intensity
λ
inter-meeting intensity (λ = N β)
Communication settings
K
number of information packets the file to be
received by destination D from source S is
made of
ACKi
type of ACK that D keeps sending while
its missing number of DoFs to K is i
Ki′
number of RLCs that S releases when it
starts a new cycle having detected that i
DoFs are missing at D
tKi′
average time to spread Ki′ RLCs from S
(tKi′ = Ki′ /λ)
(s)
τi
duration of the dissemination after tKi′
(w)
τi
time that S waits for the most up-to-date
(s)
ACK after tKi′ + τi
τi
cycle i’s duration
τe
average of the exponential distribution of
the expiry time of a packet, counted once it
has been copied at a node
(N )
Xk (t)
number of nodes at time t that hold a copy
of the k-th RLC sent out by S in the current
cycle
xk (t)
same definition as above with “fraction”
replacing “number”
(N )
Yl (t)
number of nodes at time t that hold a copy
of ACKl sent out by D in the current cycle
yl (t)
same definition as above with “fraction”
replacing “number”
TABLE I
M AIN NOTATION USED THROUGHOUT THE PAPER

relays. This is a simple way to account for the background
traffic, and allows our system to behave independently of
background traffic.
Upon receiving a RLC that increases its number of received
DoFs, the destination sends back a new ACK to the source
indicating the number of missing DoF: if i DoF are still
missing, then ACKi denotes the type of ACK disseminated by
D. The destination keeps spreading this ACK until the number
of DoFs is increased by one again. The source never sends
twice the same RLC. Considering the finite field order q high
enough, as soon as at least K different RLCs are collected
by the destination, we assume that the rank of their encoding
vector is K and hence that the destination is able to retrieve
the K information packets from any set of K or more different
RLCs.
III. P ROBLEM FORMULATION
Let us first describe some possible buffer management rules.
In both rules below, a RLC never replaces another RLC in a
node buffer.

Rule 1: Full contention: no packet can replace any other
packet: neither ACKi can replace ACKj even though
i < j nor ACK0 can replace any RLC.
• Rule 2: No contention: ACKi can replace ACKj only
if i < j, and ACK0 can replace any RLC.
Rule 2 can be seen as the most intuitive one in a fully-secured
environment. However, if the nodes do not authenticate, then
it is interesting to consider that the packet of a node cannot
replace the packet of another node so as to prevent pollution
attacks. This corresponds to Rule 1. In such case, packet replacement can be done only through buffer cleaning, occurring
from certain timeout periods described later.
The problem we tackle here is to minimize the round-trip
file delay, defined as the difference between the time the first
RLC is ready to be sent out and the time the last ACK, ACK0 ,
is received by the source. Either this is an unconstrained
problem as it is, or it is constrained in case we want to limit the
number of transmissions so as to limit the energy consumption.
As the source continuously listens to the ACKs, different
cases are possible to solve this optimization problem:
• For Rule 2: as the source is interested only in getting
ACK0 as soon as possible, and there is no contention
between ACK0 and any other packet, the best for the
source is to send RLCs continuously until getting back
ACK0 . If there is an energy constraint, then the optimization problem boils down to that solved in [30].
• For Rule 1: the spreading of the RLCs must be limited
so as to let enough nodes available for the backward
path of ACK0 . So the parameters to optimize would be
the number of RLCs to be sent out by the source, as
well as the number of copies allowed for each RLC. To
control the number of disseminated copies of each RLC,
a spraying counter can be used, such as that developed
in Spray-and-Wait routing [29]. Here we will consider
that the number of copies is limited by the time a packet
is allow to spread. This does not change the following
reasoning. Once the optimized number of RLCs and
copies have been spread out, the source can just wait for
ACK0 to come back. However, in order to even more
lower the round-trip time, it may be interesting to reset
the network from time to time to free nodes from RLCs
so as to speed up the backward travel of ACK0 .
In the remainder of the paper, we specifically focus on Rule
1, and because it may be interested to periodically reset the
network as mentioned above, we consider a reliable transport
scheme based on Rule 1 and working with cycles.
•

IV. T HE PROPOSED RELIABLE TRANSPORT MECHANISM
FOR OPPORTUNISTIC ROUTING

We propose a scheme based on Rule 1 above, in which
transmission is organized within cycles. During one cycle, the
source sends a given number of RLCs (which is a function
of the number of missing DoFs) in a back to back manner
without waiting for any feedback from the destination.
At each cycle, based on the number (say i) of DoFs
still missing at the destination that the source estimates by
the lowest-index ACK it has received (say ACKi ), S sends
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back-to-back a certain number Ki′ of RLCs that it allows to
(s)
propagate until time Ki′ /λ + τi . After that, the source then
(w)
waits for a certain time τi , collecting the ACKs which come
(s)
(w)
back. The cycle ends at the expiry of Ki′ /λ+τi +τi , where
the network is reset: the buffers of all nodes are cleared. At
the end of a cycle, either the lowest-index ACK received by
S is ACK0 , in which case the file transmission process ends
as the reception of the whole file is acknowledged, or a new
cycle starts up with the new lowest-index ACK received so
far. In addition to the reset of the network at the end of each
cycle, we introduce an additional buffer expiry parameter for
each generated RLC (be it generated by S or by a relay): when
the buffer expiry time expires, the packet is dropped by the
node.
A. Algorithm
Our scheme involves several timers, namely, the spreading
(s)
(w)
time τi , the waiting time τi , the cycle timeout τi , each of
which is a function of the number i of DoFs missing at D,
from the point of view of the source indicated by the ACKs
(which might be different from the actual number of received
DoFs at D), and the buffer expiry τe . In Section IV-B, we
detail how the timers can be implemented.
• Initialization: i ←− K.
• While i > 0,
– Start of a new cycle with i missing DoFs (as viewed
by the source). The source sends Ki′ RLCs back to
back. Each time an empty relay meets the source,
the source gives a new RLC to the relay until Ki′
RLCs have been sent out.
(s)
– Each RLC is spread among the relays until tKi′ +τi
in an epidemic fashion, where tKi′ is defined as the
mean time required for Ki′ meetings of the source
K′
with Ki′ relays: we take tKi′ = λi .
(s)
– After the expiry of tKi′ + τi , the spreading of
RLC stops (no RLC are neither released nor copied
anymore), the source waits further for a duration
(s)
(w)
τi : the source waits for ACKs from tKi′ + τi to
(s)
(w)
tKi′ + τi + τi . The purpose of the waiting time
is to allow the ACKs to reach the source. Hence the
cycle lasts for a total duration of
(s)

τi := tKi′ + τi

•

(w)

+ τi

.

– At the end of the cycle: (i) all the relays drop
the copy of the RLC or ACK they have, and (ii)
the source considers the lowest-index ACK it has
received so far. Let this index be j.
– Update: i ←− j.
End While.

B. Implementation details
The identifier of the connection (in the form of a source
identifier and a port identifier), K, the cycle time-out τi and
(s)
the spreading time τi are included in each RLC generated
by the source. The latter two are copied in each copy and

decremented at each time slot (such as each minute, assuming
that each node has an internal clock) by the node they are
carried by at the current time. The buffer expiry time-out τe is
generated afresh by each relay at the time of receiving a copy
of the RLC, since τe is local to each relay. After having been
sent out by the source, each RLC spreads until time instant
(s)
tKi′ +τi , and is dropped from the relay buffer at the earliest of
the time-outs τi and τe . Since the destination generates ACKs
only after receiving an RLC in the current cycle, the remainder
of the cycle time-out τi is copied into the destination’s buffer
and subsequently included in the ACKs as well.
V. A NALYTICAL MODELING
We now present the performance analysis of the transport
scheme described above. This modeling allows to predict both
file round-trip delay (up to delivery of the last ACK at the
source) and energy consumption deemed as the total number
of transmissions. It is later used for the optimization of the
(s) (w)
system parameters {(Ki′ , τi , τi )}K
i=1 (details are given in
Section VI-C).
The modeling is based on a mean-field approximation which
leads to a so-called “fluid model”. In the first sub-section
below, we consider the modeling of a single cycle with a direct,
yet complex, model. The second sub-section presents a simpler
fluid model, that allows to run it for optimization. Based
on that, the third sub-section models the sequence of cycles
corresponding to the complete system’s mode of operation.
A. The dynamics of one cycle: a direct yet complex model
The goal is to predict the evolution over time of the different
numbers of nodes describing the dissemination process and
defined in Table I. To do so, we resort to a mean-field
approximation that allows to predict the mean behavior of
a system, modeled as a Markov chain, made of a growing
number of interacting objects. The interest of a mean-field
approximation lies in the fact that its complexity does not
depend anymore on the number of states of the previous
Markov chain, that is on the number of nodes. It therefore
allows to analyze networks of any size. We give below an
informal description of mean-field approximation.
(N )
(N )
The quantities Xk (t) and Yl (t) defined in Table I
(for k and l describing the indices of RLCs and ACKs,
respectively), are random processes depending on the random
(N )
(N )
mobility process. The drift of the fraction xk (t) (or yl (t)),
is the mean variation of this quantity between two time
instants, given the state of the other quantities. Under some
conditions on the drift, specifically that its limit when N tends
to infinity exists (see [31], [32] for more details), Theorem
3.1 of [31] shows that the random process converges to a
deterministic process when N tends to infinity. We apply
(N )
(N )
this theorem to the random processes xk (t) and yl (t),
because we are able to verify all the conditions listed in
[32], page 7 (for the sake of simplicity, we do not develop
these verifications that do not hold any subtlety). Hence,
(N )
(N )
xk (t) and yl (t) converge to deterministic processes when
N tends to infinity. The so-called mean-field approximation
consists in considering this limit as an approximation for the
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random process for finite N . The deterministic limit processes
of interest are the solutions of (possibly coupled) Ordinary
Differential Equations (ODEs). This finite limits expressed
with ODEs are called the fluid model. As these limit processes
do not depend on N anymore, we keep the notation of the
random process but the superscript (N ). The limits are limits
of fractions of nodes, the approximation of the number of
nodes for a given N is deduced from the respective fraction,
that is, the deterministic fluid approximation for the processes
(N )
(N )
{Xk (t)}t≥0 and {Yl (t)}t≥0 is given by
(N )

Xk

(t) ≈ N xk (t)

,

(N )

Yl

(t) ≈ N yl (t) .

(1)

Let us now present the ODEs of the fluid model.
We denote a cycle that starts up with i missing DoFs by
an i-cycle. We model the dynamics of the network during an
i-cycle by expressing the spreading of the Ki′ RLCs and the
i ACKs, ACK0 , . . . , ACKi−1 . Such modeling can be done
independently of the earlier cycles, since the relays drop the
copy of the RLC or ACK they have at the end of each cycle.
Thus, we reset the time variable t to zero at the beginning of
each cycle and study the network dynamics in an i-cycle for
t ∈ [0, τi ].
Let us now focus on getting these right-hand sides of the
ODE approaching the network dynamics. These ODEs can be
= x(t+dt)−x(t)
, so it
easily understood by noting that dx(t)
dt
dt
amounts to express the infinitesimal variation of x between t
and t + dt. This variation can be easily expressed knowing the
system’s mode of operation. In the ODEs, s and d denote the
fraction of nodes that are the sources, and those that are the
destinations, respectively. As in our system of interest there is
a single source and a single destination, s and d are both set to
1/N , where N is the total number of nodes of the considered
network (that we model). Let Sl denote the random time at
which the number of missing DoF at the destination changes
from l + 1 to l, ∀l = 0, . . . , i − 1, with the convention that
Si = 0. Note that [Sl+1 , Sl ] denotes the time interval during
which the destination remains at state l + 1, i.e., with l + 1
missing DoFs. In order to obtain the spreading dynamics of
the ACKs, we first condition on Sl , ∀l, l = 0, 1, . . . , i−1 . We
then solve the dynamic equations for ACKs together with that
of the RLCs. Finally, we uncondition over all possible values
of the random variable Sl , l = 0, 1, . . . , i − 1 using their joint
density function.
dxk (t)
dt

dyl (t)
dt

=

=


−

 λ (s poisk (t) + xk (t)) (1 − x(t) − y(t))(s)
dλxk (t) − µxk (t), for 0 < t ≤ τKi′ + τi , (2)

 −dλxk (t) − µxk (t), for τ ′ + τ (s) < t ≤ τi .
Ki
i

0,
for
0
≤
t
<
S
l,




λ (d + yl (t)) (1 − x(t) − y(t)) + dλx(t)−


sλyl (t), for {Sl ≤ t < Sl−1 and l > 0}
(3)
or {Sl ≤ t < τi and l = 0}



 λyl (t) (1 − x(t) − yl (t)) − sλyl (t), for


{Sl−1 ≤ t ≤ τi and l > 0}

with initial conditions, xk (0) = 0, ∀k = 1, 2, . . . , Ki′
and yl (0) = 0, ∀l = 0, 1, . . . , i − 1, where µ = 1/τe ,
Pi−1
PKi′
xk (t), y(t) := l=0 yl (t) and poisk (t) denotes
x(t) := k=1
the probability that the source has met exactly k − 1 relays
up to time t. From the Poisson distribution of the number
of meetings per unit of time (stemming from the exponential

distribution of inter-meeting times), we have:
poisk (t) = exp−λt

(λt)k−1
.
(k − 1)!

In equations (2) and (3), the quantities xk (t) and yl (t)
represent the mean fraction of relays that have a copy of RLC
k and ACK l, respectively. Hence, the quantity x(t) (resp.
y(t)) denotes the mean fraction of relays that have a copy of
any RLC (resp. any ACK). The term sλpk (t)(1 − x(t) − y(t))
corresponds to the contribution of the source to the increase
of xk (t) per unit of time, while λxk (t)(1 − x(t) − y(t)) (resp.
λyl (t)(1−x(t)−y(t))) is the contribution from the yet-infected
relays. The term dλxk (t) corresponds to the replacement of a
copy of RLC k by an ACK at the destination. The term µxk (t)
corresponds to the RLC drop at relays due to buffer expiry
time-out. We have µ = 1/τe that represents the probability
that a RLC expires within a unit of time.
In order to be able to compute the mean completion
time, we have to express the PXk (t)’s and the PYl (t)’s
which denote the probability that the destination and source
have received a copy RLC k and ACK l, respectively, by
time t. We denote the Cumulative Distribution Function
(CDF) associated with the delay Dl of ACK l, conditioned
upon Si−1 , Si−2 , . . . , S0 , by PYl (t, si−1 , si−2 , . . . , s0 ) :=
P r{Dl ≤ t|Si−1 = si−1 , . . . , S0 = s0 }. They are given by
dPXk (t|si−1 , . . . , s0 )
dt
dPYl (t|si−1 , . . . , s0 )
dt

=

λxk (t)(1 − PXk (t|si−1 , . . . , s0 ))

=

λyl (t)(1 − PYl (t|si−1 , . . . , s0 )) (4)

with initial conditions PXk (0)
=
0 and
PYl (0, si−1 , si−2 , . . . , s0 ) = 0. The CDF PYl (t) is obtained
by un-conditioning
R t as
Rt
Rt
PYl (t) = si−1 =0 si−2 =si−1 . . . s0 =s1 fSi−1 ...S0 (si−1 , . . . , s0 )
PYl (t|si−1 , . . . , s0 )dsi−1 , . . . ds0

(5)

where fSi−1 ...S0 (si−1 , . . . , s0 ) denotes the joint density of the
random variables Sl , ∀l, l = 0, 1, . . . , i − 1, which we derive
now below.
Let E be a set of pairwise different elements from set T =
{1, ..., Ki′ }, whose cardinal is |E|, and v be a vector storing
the occurrence probabilities of each element of T . We define
R(Ki′ , z, v) as the probability that exactly z elements of T
occur, given the occurrence probability vector v. We have,
assuming independence of elements in T :
Y
X
Y
vi
(1 − vi ) .
R(Ki′ , z, v) =
E∈T :|E|=z i∈E

i∈T \E

In [33], a fast method based on dynamic programming and Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) is presented to lower the complexity
of the calculation of the R(., ., .) function. This allows us
to use it in practice to tackle reasonable numbers Ki′ of
RLCs (from several tens up to a few hundreds). As the time
Sm where ACKm starts to be spread out by the destination does not depend on Sn for n < m, we can express
fSi−1 ...S0 (si−1 , . . . , s0 ) as
fSi−1 ...S0 (si−1 , . . . , s0 ) =

i−1
Y

m=0

fSm |si−1 ...sm+1 (sm )
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with

in Section VI-C.

dR(Ki′ , m, PX (s|si−1 , . . . , sm+1 ))
fSm |si−1 ...sm+1 (sm ) =
ds
and
PX (s|si−1 , . . . , sm+1 )
=
[PX1 (s|si−1 , . . . , sm+1 ), . . . , PXK ′ (s|si−1 , . . . , sm+1 )].
i
Note that PXk (s|si−1 , . . . , sm+1 ) is the same as
PXk (s|si−1 , . . . , s0 ), ∀sm , . . . , s0 and ∀k = 1, . . . , Ki′ .
Note that the components of PX (s|si−1 , . . . , sm+1 ) are
independent because they stem from the above set of ODEs
that model the mutual dependence of every kind of packets.

B. The dynamics of one cycle: a simpler fluid model
Owing to the multiple time integrals involved in equation
(5) and needed to obtain the delay CDF of each ACK, the numerical implementation becomes quickly too computationally
intensive as the number K of information packets increases.
However, the results of Benaı̈m and Le Boudec [32] can be
applied to the network system we have, allowing to model the
dependence of the spreading process on the destination state
equivalently to equation (5) but without explicit probability
conditioning. Specifically, the network is made of N objects
(relay nodes) having states SnN (t), n = 1, . . . , N , in the finite
set S = {0, 1, . . . , Ki′ + i} (the node’s buffer is empty, or has
RLCk , k = 1, . . . , Ki′ , or has ACKl , l = 0, . . . , i − 1). The
destination is modeled as a finite resource with state RN (t)
in R = {0, . . . , i − 1} (the state is the number of DoFs
N
N
still missing at D). The process (AN
1 (t), . . . , AN (t), R (t))
is a homogeneous Markov chain for which it can be easily
shown it is a mean field interaction process [32]. Then from
Theorem 1 of [32], we can state that, under the conditions
mentioned in the second paragraph of this section, when
N increases, the fraction of nodes infected by RLCk or
ACKl , for k = 1, . . . , Ki′ and l = 0, . . . , i − 1, converge to
deterministic processes that are the solutions of, respectively:
i−1


dxk (t) X
p j, x0 (t), . . . , xKi′ (t), y0 (t), . . . , yi−1 (t)
=
dt
j=0

fxk j, x0 (t), . . . , xKi′ (t), y0 (t), . . . , yi−1 (t)
i−1


dyl (t) X
p j, x0 (t), . . . , xKi′ (t), y0 (t), . . . , yi−1 (t)
=
dt
j=0

fyl j, x0 (t), . . . , xKi′ (t), y0 (t), . . . , yi−1 (t)

where p j, x0 (t), . . . , xKi′ (t), y0 (t), . . . , yi−1 (t) denotes the
probability, which keeps constant with N , that the resource
(i.e., the destination) is in state j given the fraction of nodes
in each state, and

fxk j, x0 (t), . . . , xKi′ (t), y0 (t), . . . , yi−1 (t) (resp. fyl (.)) denotes the limit when N tends to infinity of the mean increase in
the fraction of nodes infected by RLCk (resp. ACKl ), given
the fraction of nodes in each state.
Thus we obtain a simpler model as compared to that presented above, that we shall therefore use when computing the
model, especially in the parameter optimization step presented

dxk (t)
dt

=

dyl (t)
dt

=


−

 λ (s poisk (t) + xk (t)) (1 − x(t) − y(t))(s)
λdxk (t) − µxk (t), for 0 < t ≤ τKi′ + τi , (6)

 −λdxk (t) − µxk (t), for τ ′ + τ (s) < t ≤ τi .
Ki
i

Pl
q (t)+

 λyl (t) (1 − x(t) − y(t)) m=0
Pm


 λd (1 − yl (t)) ql (t) − λsyl (t) lm=0 qm (t)−
P
(7)
λdyl (t) l−1
l>0
m=0 qm (t), forP

l


λy
(t)
(1
−
x(t)
−
y(t))
q
(t)+
l

m=0 m

λd (1 − yl (t)) ql (t), for l = 0

with the same initial conditions and definitions as in the
previous model. The ODE for xk (t), ∀k = 1, . . . , Ki′ has
not changed, and the ODE for yl (t) is obtained in the same
way as for equation (3), for all l = 0, . . . , i − 1, accounting
additionally for the state of the destination in each term: qm (t),
for m = 0, . . . , i − 1, denotes the probability that exactly
i − m DoFs have been received at a destination (i.e., i − m
different RLCs), whereby qm (t) = Sz(Ki′ , i − m, PX (t)).
When the destinations spread ACKl at time t, they cannot
give such ACK only to the nodes that yet have ACKl .
Finally, −λsyl (t) is the amount of node’s buffers carrying
an ACKP
that are cleared upon meeting with the source and
l−1
−λyl (t) m=0 qm (t) is the amount of buffers holding ACKl
that are overwritten by the updated ACK upon meeting with
the destination.
The CDF of the delays of RLCs and ACKs are then
expressed in the same way as in the previous section:
dPXk (t)
dt
dPYl (t)
dt

=

λxk (t)(1 − PXk (t))

=

λyl (t)(1 − PYl (t))

C. Modeling the sequence of cycles
Let us now finalize the modeling of the proposed transport
scheme by accounting for the different possible successions
of cycles so as to get the expected file completion time.
We recall that the file transfer has been successful when the
source receives ACK0 , indicating that the destination could
recover the whole file. Let us first express the transition
probabilities that govern the state transition of the source:
Pij (t) is the probability that the lowest-index ACK received
by the source at t is j, given that the source starts up with a
i-cycle. Thus, Pij (τi ) is the probability that the source state
at the end of cycle i be j (i.e., S starts up with a j-cycle if
j > 0). Remember that PYl (τi ), for l = 0, . . . , i − 1 denotes
the probability that the source has received ACK l by the
end of the i-cycle. Hence the transition probabilities Pij (t),
j = 0, . . . , i, are given by
Pij (t) = PYj (t)

j−1
Y

(1 − PYl (t)) , for j 6= i,

l=0

and Pii (t) = 1 −

i−1
X

Pij (t) .

j=0

Let Ti , i = 1, . . . , K, denote the expected time to reach the
source state 0 starting from the beginning of an i-cycle. Hence,
TK represents the expected delay for the source to receive
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ACK0 . Let EDirect [Ti→0 ] denote the expected time to reach
source state 0 by the end of the current i-cycle, given that state
0 is reached by the end of the current i-cycle. Then, since a
j-cycle with j < i is entered only after the end of the current
i-cycle, hence waiting for τi , we have:
Ti = Pi0 (τi )EDirect [Ti→0 ] + (1 − Pi0 (τi ))τi +

i
X

Pij (τi )Tj .

j=1

(8)
Let us now express EDirect [Ti→0 ]. Let fTi→0 (t) and FTi→0 (t)
denote the Probability Distribution Function (PDF) and CDF,
respectively, of ACK0 delay given that thisR delay is lower
τ
than τi . The definition is EDirect [Ti→0 ] = 0 i tfTi→0 (t)dt.
integration by parts gives EDirect [Ti→0 ] = τi FTi→0 (τi ) −
RAn
τi
FTi→0 (t)dt. The conditioning on the event that the delay is
0
lower than τi gives FTi→0 (t) = PPi0i0(τ(t)i ) . Whereby, substituting
the final expression of EDirect [Ti→0 ] into equation (8) leads
to:
R τi
Pi−1
j=1 Pij (τi )Tj + τi − 0 Pi0 (t)dt
.
(9)
Ti =
1 − Pii (τi )

VI. N UMERICAL ASSESSMENTS AND IMPACT OF THE
PARAMETERS

A. Accuracy of the model and impact on delay
In this section, we assess numerically the fit between the
above analytical model and the simulations, and we study the
impact of each parameter on the system performance.
The simulations have been carried out with Matlab using
a discrete event simulator, where the inter-meeting time between each pair of nodes is generated with an exponentially
distributed random variable with mean 1/β, so is generated
with mean τe the expiry time from the instant a buffer
receives a packet. Each experiment has been averaged over
200 independent runs, and the 95% confidence interval are
plotted in the figures. The metric we first use is the mean delay
for the source to receive ACK0 , referred to as the “mean file
completion delay” hereafter. We set the number of nodes N ,
β, K fixed. For the sake of simplicity of the analysis, we
(s)
(w)
restrict the values of τi and τi
to be constant in i, i.e.,
(s)
(w)
τi = τs and τi = τw over all cycles i = 1, . . . , K. We
proceed in the same way for Ki′ except that Ki′ = i + K ′ for
some fixed K ′ , for all i = 1, . . . , K. The parameters we vary
are K ′ , τs and τw and τe . For the analysis of the impact of
one parameter, we set the other three fixed. In all experiments,
we set N = 100, β = 0.005 and K = 10.
In Figures 1, 2 and 3, we can see the evolution of the mean
file completion delay against different parameters in various
configurations, both from simulations and analytical (fluid)
model derived in Section V.

Fig. 1. Mean completion delay against τe , N = 100, β = 0.005, K = 10,
K ′ = 5, τs = τw = 10.

Let us first analyze the impact of the buffer expiry time τe .
We set τs = τw = 10 and K ′ = 5.
We first discuss the accuracy of our fluid model, in particular
the impact of τe on the accuracy. We can see from Figure 1
that the accuracy of our analytical model is good for high
values of τe but worse for lower values (around 10). Figure
2 represents the mean completion delay against each of the
parameters K ′ , τs or τw . Figures 2.a, 2.b and 2.c in the left
column are for τe = 10, while those in the right column
(2.d, 2.e and 2.f) are for τe = 100. We can see that the fit
between the analytical model and simulations improves when
τe increases. Moreover, for a given τe , either high (100) or
low (10), the fit is better for lower values of K ′ , τs or τw .
We identified that the inaccuracy in modeling τe impacts the
number of cycles estimated by the model (it estimates a too
low number of cycles). Hence, the higher the duration of a
cycle, the bigger the inaccuracy in TK . That is why we observe
less accuracy with higher values of K ′ , τs or τw (as the cycle
duration is an increasing function of these values). However,
it is worth noting that, despite this relative gap between the
analytical model and the simulations, having analyzed the root
cause of this gap allows to be sure that the trends are similar.
This allows us to assume that our model will lead to consistent
optimization of the system parameters (discussed in subsection
VI-C). Note that the modeling of the expiry time is the same
as in [22].
Now we discuss the impact of τe on the mean completion
delay TK . Fig. 1 shows that there is a minimum of the
completion delay in τe . When τe is very low, the delay is
high as the packets expire too early to allow dissemination of
the RLCs. As τe increases, this effect vanishes and the delay
decreases. When τe is at the same time high enough to enable
sufficient dissemination of the RLCs and low enough to help
cleaning the buffers to make some room available for the
ACKs to come back, the delay is minimum. However, when
τe is too high, the number of disseminated RLCs is high but
the buffers are not cleaned, so the ACK cannot easily come
back to the source, whereby an increase in the delay.
Let us then analyze the impact of K ′ . In Fig. 2.a, we set
τs = τw = τe = 10. We can see that there is a minimum
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of the expected file completion time in K ′ . Indeed, if no
redundancy is added (corresponding to K ′ = 0), numerous
copies of the same packet will occupy the network, whereby
an increase of the one-way delay because the destination will
need more time to collect K different RLCs. When redundancy
is added, i.e., more RLCs than the requested number of DoFs
are disseminated by the source (remember that the source
never sends twice the same RLC), then the performance
increases as the destination is able to grab the needed number
of RLCs more rapidly (equivalently, with higher probability
in a given time). However, as the amount of redundancy sent
out increases, more relays get occupied and the ACKs have
less room to disseminate, and hence the completion delay
increases.
We now focus on the impacts of τs and τw . Figures 2.b to
2.c represent the impact of these parameters depending on the
level of redundancy K ′ .
′
• When no redundancy is added (K = 0), the delay has
a minimum in τs (see Fig. 2.b). Indeed, τs is the time the
RLCs are allowed to spread once all of them have been sent
out by the source. When the source does not spread more
RLCs than the number of required DoFs, then the spreading
time τs helps relays to get a copy of a RLC. Thus, the delay
first decreases when τs increases. However, if τs increases too
much, the same issue as with K ′ above arises: the network
gets congested owing to too many copies of RLCs occupying
relays’ buffers, and the ACK cannot come back rapidly to the
source (because the cycle duration, i.e., the reset period of the
network, increases with τs ). The impact of τw (see Fig. 2.c)
requires another interpretation. We also observe a minimum
of the delay in τw . However, τw does not control the RLC
spreading, but the time the source waits for an ACK, i.e.,
the cycle duration that is equivalent to a reset period of the
network: when τw is too low, the buffers are cleaned from
RLCs and ACKs (end of cycle) before the last ACK could
reach the source, but if τw gets too high then it does not help
anymore at the right time to clean the relays’ buffers so as
to allow them to carry copies of ACKs to the source in some
cycle subsequent to the cycle where RLCs have been received
at the destination.
′
• When a lot of redundancy is added (K = 20), then τs
and τw are detrimental to performance (see Fig. 3.a and 3.b):
the only time of RLCs spreading by the source is sufficient to
get a high diversity of RLCs and number of copies of RLCs,
and to let the final ACK to come back. That is, once all the
RLCs are sent out, if they are enough, it is very likely that the
′ . Therefore,
destination grabbed K different RLCs within tKK
′
it is good to allow the network to reset immediately after tKK
to clean the relays’ buffers and speed up the ACK back trip.
This result is to be put in light with the experiment in Fig.
2.a where K ′ too high is shown to be detrimental. However,
it must be noticed that the experiment of Fig. 2.a is for some
fixed non-negligible τs = 10 and τw = 10: if the network
reset occurs much after the dissemination of all RLCs, then
the final ACK which will try to come back in the first cycle,
will not be able to meet enough free relays and will have to
wait until the end of the cycle to have free relays to be able

to reach the destination.

Fig. 2. N = 100, β = 0.005, K = 10. Mean completion times against
K ′ , τs or τw . The values of the parameters other than that on the x-axis are
K ′ = 0, τs = τw = 10. The left column (a, b, c) is with τe = 10, while
the right column (d, e, f) is with τe = 100.

Fig. 3. N = 100, β = 0.005, K = 10, K ′ = 20, τe = 10. (a) Mean
completion delay against τs . (b) Mean completion delay against τw .

B. Impact on energy consumption
Another metric of interest in DTN is energy consumption:
as nodes are mobile, one must keep in mind to preserve battery
lifetime while trying to get as good performance (in terms of
throughput or delay) as possible. We investigate the impact
of our system parameters on the achievable trade-off between
energy and performance. In the next subsection, we formally
express and discuss the general optimization procedure. Let
us first express the energy consumption. We define it as the
product of the unitary cost of a transmission and the mean total
number of RLC transmissions that occurred in the network up
to delivery of ACK0 at the source, and we denote the latter
by CK (if the file to be delivered is made of K packets).
Slightly abusing the notation, we refer to CK as the energy
consumption. Then the derivation of CK is similar to that of
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TK in Eqn. 9, and we get, when considering that the expiry
time is very large:
CK =

Pi−1

j=1

Pij (τi )Cj + Pi0 (τi )x(Tdir ) + (1 − Pi0 (τi ))x(τi )
1 − Pii (τi )

;

with Tdir = EDirect [Ti→0 ] expressed in the previous section.
For low expiry time, this equation must be slightly modified so
as to account for transmissions of packets that expired at the
time of completion (only the term x(Tdir ) has to be modified).
This amounts to a straightforward extension that we do not
discuss for the sake of simplicity. That is why in Fig. 4, we
consider τe = 1000.
Fig. 4 represents both TK and CK , for K = 10, against
K ′ for two different fixed values of τw in 4.a, and against
τw for two different fixed values of K ′ in 4.b. In Fig. 4.a,
when K ′ increases, CK decreases for both values of τw (0
and 20). The reason for this is that when K ′ increases, the
cycle duration also increases, hence the network reset occurs
later than with a lower K ′ . Thus, the file completion delay
gets higher because the relays are not freed early enough, but
as less cycles are needed, energy still decreases. As well, in
Fig. 4.b, when τw increases, the probability that completion
occurs in the first cycle is higher because the cycle duration τi
increases, hence energy decreases as it is less likely that other
cycles (with other bursts of RLCs transmissions) are needed,
although the mean delay increases. Also, we observe in Fig.
4.a that when K ′ is low, energy consumption is higher for
τw = 0. Indeed in such case, the mean completion delay TK
is higher, and hence energy consumption up to completion is
higher (a higher number of cycles are required in average).

so on, owing to the expression of TK in equation (9):
R τi
Pi−1
j=1 Pij (τi ) min(Tj ) + τi − 0 Pi0 (t)dt
.
min(Ti ) =
1 − Pii (τi )
It is worth noting that such sequential optimization can be
conducted when no energy constraint is enforced (remember
that in the full contention case we consider, i.e., Rule 1
of Section III, optimization is required even without energy
constraint). However, with an energy constraint, as the total
energy expenditure must be computed over all the cycles,
such sequential optimization cannot be used, and then it would
be the 3K-uplet that the optimization algorithm would have
to jointly identify. Without energy constraint, for each optimization step i, aiming at minimizing Ti , a three-dimensional
optimization must be performed so as to get the optimal triple
(s) (w)
(Ki′ , τi , τi ).
Be it with or without energy constraint, the optimization
pertains to the class of nonlinear optimization problems. Many
general algorithms for solving such problems have been developed. For example, the Differential Evolution (DE) [34] can be
used. DE is a robust optimizer for multivariate functions. We
do not describe DE here, but only say that this algorithm is in
part a hill climbing algorithm and in part a genetic algorithm.
The above optimization procedure does not have to be
performed at the source node, but is rather performed offline,
and the resulting optimal parameters for each possible i-cycle,
i = 1, . . . , K, are stored in memory at the source node, so as
to be used as needed. Note that our optimization procedure
requires the knowledge of β and N that can be estimated by
using the history of node meetings.
VII. D ISCUSSION
A. Considering a buffer size of one packet

Fig. 4. N = 100, β = 0.005, K = 10, τe = 1000 and τs = 0. (a) Mean
completion delay TK and number of transmission CK against K ′ . (b) Mean
completion delay TK and number of transmission CK against τw .

C. General optimization procedure
Let us now discuss a strategy to select the optimal pa(s) (w)
rameters (i.e., the triples (Ki′ , τi , τi ) for i = 1 . . . , K).
The objective we consider is the minimization of the expected file completion time, i.e., TK defined above, under an energy consumption constraint (maximum number of
transmissions). The problem of finding the optimal param(s) (w)
eters {(Ki′ , τi , τi )}K
i=1 (which control the dissemination
of RLCs and ACKs), under some energy constraint can be
formulated as:
TK
min
(s)

{(Ki′ ,τi

(w)

,τi

)}K
i=1

Lucani et al. pointed it out in [20] that the optimization of
TK can be recursive starting with optimizing T1 , then T2 and

Taking into account the multi-session case (or equivalently
the background traffic) in the modeling of dissemination in
DTNs is difficult, as shown in [35], [36]. Our purpose in this
article is to design a reliable transport protocol and carry out an
as exhaustive as possible analysis of the impact of parameters
on the protocol performance. To do so, we therefore consider
the single-session case. The multi-session case is out of the
scope of this paper and left for future work. We assume a
fixed-fraction of the buffer size is dedicated to the session of
interest to understand the impact of the parameters in a simple
setting. The qualitative results presented in this paper are not
sensitive to the specific fraction of the buffer size dedicated to
the session of interest, provided that the ratios with the other
′
(s)
(w)
parameters (N , λ, K, Ki , τi and τi ) are preserved in an
order sense. In particular, if the buffer size dedicated to the
session of interest is greater than one packet, the model gets
more complicated but can be adapted, in the same way as in
[35]. Then the same analysis of the parameters can be carried
out.
B. Impact of background traffic on the protocol performance
If other connections are running in the network and they are
sharing the buffers without any reservation, the room available
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in a buffer for a given session is dependent on the number of
packets that the sources send out. The number of packets that a
source sends out depends in turn on the number of ACKs it has
received from the destination. Unlike TCP, as long as a source
misses ACKs, it does not decrease the number of sent packets
per cycle, if this is decided with the model which does not take
into account any background traffic. Hence, the connections
in their beginning are going to grab more room than those
close to their completion. These connections are therefore
slowed down by the new-coming ones. This is comparable
to the slow-down of short flows (or close to completion) by
long flows in wireline networks when FIFO is used as queue
management (as opposed to size-based scheduling). Hence, if
the multi-session case were considered using, e.g., the method
of [35], for a given traffic profile (that is for a given distribution
of flow size), we could resort to a joint optimization of the
protocol parameters
P of each session to maximize a certain
utility (such as i U (Ti )), Ti being the mean completion time
of connexion i. Then, another important step is to design a
decentralized version.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this article, we have devised a reliable transport scheme
for homogeneous-mobility DTN operating with opportunistic
routing algorithms. This mechanism relies on ACK and coding
at the source. The different versions of the problem depending
on buffer management policies have been formulated, and
a fluid model based on mean-field approximation has been
derived for the designed reliable transport mechanism. This
model allowed to express both the mean file completion
time and the energy consumption up to delivery of the last
ACK at the source. The accuracy of this model has been
assessed through numerical simulations, that also served for
investigating the impact of the system parameters on the
performance. We finally presented a joint optimization of the
mean completion delay with and without an energy constraint,
so as to identify the optimal set of parameters to use.
Future work consists (i) in progressing to a more complete
TCP counterpart for DTN by integrating rate control, e.g.,
building on back-pressure algorithms, and (ii) in extending
this scheme to heterogeneous-mobility models.
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